
1 SC puts Maharashtra Speaker on deadline 
over defection pleas 

6 Researchers identify a new mushroom species
from the Western Ghats 

8 Lost voice 

8 The Israel -Palestine conflict is at bend point 

9 Putting the ‘70- hour work week’ idea into
perspective 

10 Easing the transport of cargo by Railways 

10 The expansion of settlements into flood- prone
areas 

11 The act of photocopying: its origins, working and
wide-ranging impact 

14 Govt. promises all efforts to get Navy veterans
released from Qatar prison 

14 Electoral bonds promote and help donate clean
money to parties: A G 

14 COVID -19 vaccines did not increase the risk of
sudden death among youth: study 

16 Biden signs order to regulate AI in U.S., days
before Sunak’s AI safety summit 

16 Chinese vessel begins research off the coast of
Sri Lanka amid India’s concerns 

II IIT team finds carbon ‘flowers’ excelling at
turning light to heat 

II On World Thrift Day, think of physics 

1 Backing secret poll bonds, Centre to SC: Right
to know has restrictions

1 Delhi AQI: AIIMS study links nitrogen dioxide to
53% spike in ER patients

5 NATIONAL UNITY DAY

6 ‘Meri Maati, Mera Desh’: Soil from 36 states &
UTs, 766 dists at Kartavya Path

8 Mumbai air turned ‘severe’, no BMC health
advisory

10 Can’t regulate political alliances, EC tells HC

12 A BAD INFLUENCE

13 To clear the air

13 70 hours to burnout

17 PRISONER’S DILEMMA

17 Issues in electoral bonds case

19 West Asia conflict could trigger ‘dual shock’ in
commodity markets: World Bank

19 India seeks formal talks at WTO for reforms in
dispute resolution body
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